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Abstract

This paper discusses the use of retrospective clinical audits in complex Allied Health interventions, specifically based on our experience of designing and trialling a clinical audit in one service delivery area of Occupational Therapy (i.e., Occupational Therapy for sensory needs of children with autism spectrum disorder). Covered in our discussion is the application considerations of conducting an audit as external auditors to service organisations, however, lessons learnt can be applied to other Allied Health service delivery contexts as well. We encourage Allied Health professionals and researchers to utilise clinical audits as the foundation for decision-making and especially for further research in areas with limited efficacy- and effectiveness-based research.
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Introduction: A call for the use of clinical audits in Allied Health

As part of doctoral research, we proposed as external auditors to conduct a retrospective clinical record audit to describe community Occupational Therapy for sensory difficulties in children on the autism spectrum. The aim of this viewpoint is to discuss a range of topic specific and procedural barriers we encountered as external auditors with community Occupational Therapy clinical records. We also present the values and benefits identified by an expert panel of nine senior occupational therapists on developing audit criteria and a process for self-auditing their clinical records, in response to these challenges. The panel were identified from a sampling frame generated for this research (Weeks & Atlas, 2015) and had a minimum of 10 years-experience as occupational therapists (mean 24 years registered; mean 20 years in paediatric Occupational Therapy; mean 17 years working with autism). The panel were employed across a range of public, private, non-government, and special school sectors in current and previous roles (four employed across three sectors, four across two sectors, and one in one sector).

For almost a century, clinical research in medicine and health has been guided by retrospective systematic investigation of clinical records (Gearing et al., 2006). Clinical audit is defined as:

A quality improvement process that seeks to improve patient care and outcomes through systematic review of care against explicit criteria and the implementation of change. Aspects of the structure, processes, and outcomes of care are selected and systematically evaluated against explicit criteria. Where indicated, changes are implemented at an individual, team, or service level and further monitoring is used to confirm improvement in healthcare delivery (National Institute for Clinical Excellence, 2002, p. 1).
Structure aspects in clinical audits investigate the physical attributes or resources required for healthcare service delivery, including organisational structures, staff numbers and skills, medical supplies and equipment, and built environment. Process aspects investigate actions and decisions made by health services or practitioners in consultation with clients, including assessments, interventions, prescriptions, education, and communication. Outcome aspects investigate changes in client health status following intervention, such as physical, cognitive, or behavioural changes, and the client’s level of knowledge and satisfaction (National Institute for Clinical Excellence, 2002). Clinical audits have historically been conducted for clinical research, evaluation of inpatient, outpatient and community care, adherence to clinical guideline standards, epidemiological studies, quality assessment, and professional education and development (Gearing et al., 2006; Sarkar & Seshadri, 2014).

Our proposed study objective aligned with the clinical audit ‘processes’ aspect of service delivery. We intended to use the results of a full-scale audit to prioritise and design intervention effectiveness trials, with real-world applicability to community Occupational Therapy organisations and children on the autism spectrum, to progress the evidence-base in this field. Our rationale for effectiveness research was two-fold. Firstly, Lord et al., (2005) advise to move directly to effectiveness trials if interventions are well established in community practice, therefore by-passing efficacy trials (i.e., how an intervention works under tightly controlled and ideal settings). Occupational Therapy interventions for sensory difficulties in autism are well established in Australian community practice (Ashburner et al., 2014; Kadar et al., 2012). Secondly, most universities have insufficient funding to conduct informative intervention effectiveness research in complex areas, whilst most practitioners have insufficient knowledge of complex intervention research design or and limited time for research supplementary to daily practice and reporting requirements (Lord et al., 2005). Pragmatically combining academia and clinician resources to incorporate multi-site designs
affords increased sample sizes, pooling of data (Lord et al., 2005) and representation of what is occurring in the wider community.

Although sensory difficulties in children on the autism spectrum is used to facilitate this discussion, we believe that these examples could inform other researchers and clinicians undertaking clinical audits in practice areas with complex diagnoses and complex interventions. Through our experience, the benefits of the use of clinical audits are evident and we call on Allied Health professionals and researchers to heighten their use of clinical audits in practice, in order to lay the foundation for decision-making and further research, especially in areas with limited effectiveness-based research.

What was the preparatory process for audit?

It is important to construct a data extraction instrument with a logical order, and if possible, parallels the flow of documentation in the clinical records (Gearing et al., 2006). A well-designed audit instrument is guided by research aims and the coding plan considers which variables will be extracted and how they will be coded a priori to data extraction (Sarkar & Seshadri, 2014). Audit variables are then operationalised by transforming scientific concepts into definable terms and categories (Vassar & Holzmann, 2013). This occurred through two iterative stages. Audit variables that were straightforward, universally accepted, or well-understood in the community were identified and defined through a literature review and research team discussions (Gearing et al., 2006; Vassar & Holzmann, 2013). We developed the overarching structure of the audit instrument by using two reporting standards for intervention effectiveness studies (Gutman, 2010; Moher et al., 2010) and a critical appraisal instrument for randomised controlled trials (Maher et al., 2003). Moreover, child and family demographics, sensory classification and assessment, and outcomes sections were developed using this process. We concurrently conducted a scoping review (Weeks, 2019) on Occupational Therapy interventions for sensory difficulties in children on the autism spectrum.
spectrum to determine how other researchers operationalised key audit variables because there was less clarity about terminology and description which required in-depth consideration (Vassar & Holzmann, 2013).

A pilot audit on a small sample of clinical records should then be conducted to determine if the operationalised audit items can be populated from clinical documentation (Gearing et al., 2006; Vassar & Holzmann, 2013) by checking for availability, completeness, accuracy (Dixon, 2013; Dixon & Pearce, 2010) and missing data (Gearing et al., 2006; Vassar & Holzmann, 2013). This process also evaluates the reliability of the instrument and external auditors before proceeding to a full-scale audit (Gearing et al., 2006). We therefore conducted a retrospective pilot audit of de-identified clinical records from a private paediatric Occupational Therapy organisation that employed multiple occupational therapists and administered a range of interventions identified in the doctoral scoping review.

**What did we find?**

Information required for retrospective audits may not be documented consistently in clinical records (Jansen et al., 2005) because their initial purpose was to directly support client care (Mann & Williams, 2003). Illegibility and difficulty interpreting documentation are common in clinical records using free-text format, which can cause invalid and unreliable data (Worster & Haines, 2004). Our pilot audit found over 20 percent of missing data due to mutually exclusive categories: a) confirmation bias by external auditors and b) information not documented. The parameter for the “confirm bias” criteria was that information was documented in clinical records that potentially answered the audit item, however, the risk of an external auditor misinterpreting the documentation was too high to accurately extract data. Conversely, the parameters for the “information not documented” criteria needed to contain both lack of documentation on the audit item and no evidence the item was asked for or considered by the occupational therapist. Whilst there is no universally agreed to rate of
acceptable missing data, it is indicated that audit items over 10% (Worster & Haines, 2004), and over 20% for clinical parameters (Jansen et al., 2005), be removed from larger audits because they can elicit a non-response bias of results (Gearing et al., 2006; Worster & Haines, 2004). However, most of our audit items with missing data could not be removed because they were paramount to answering our research question.

The clinical records piloted were densely populated with information that was meaningful to the occupational therapists and predominantly able to be understood by colleagues with knowledge of their organisation’s internal practice and professional reasoning. The concern was the amount of information unable to be accurately extracted by an external auditor. If one organisation with a structured assessment process and intervention practices varied to this degree in their practitioner’s clinical documentation, questions were raised about the potential variability that could be found across multiple organisations. Likewise, the feasibility of external auditors accurately extracting data was also of concern in a full-scale audit with our current understanding of clinical documentation.

In retrospective audits, a data validation process is recommended during data analysis to assist with interpreting data outliers or unclear results (Dixon & Pearce, 2010). We had initially planned to engage the expert panel for data validation upon the completion of the proposed full-scale audit, however, brought this process forward due to the unanticipated results of the pilot audit. The expert panel were convened to inform how these issues could be addressed, if an audit of clinical practice by an external auditor was a valid and feasible approach for our research, and if an audit would have value to community Occupational Therapy organisations. The expert panel conferred that the similar issues would exist across public, private, and non-governments organisation clinical records and expanded on our understanding.
Sensory specific contributions to missing data

Challenges interpreting sensory difficulties in clinical records

Our audit aimed to identify the classifications community occupational therapists were using to confirm sensory phenotypes and how they described them. This information would be used to evaluate overlap and divergence in sensory classifications (i.e., are the same terms used to classify different disorders, or conversely, different terms used to classify the same disorder), inform inclusion and exclusion criteria for sensory difficulties in an intervention trial and determine the feasibility of including homogenous groups of participants. Shorter term objectives could inform future studies to obtain consensus or best practice research for sensory classification (e.g., Delphi study).

The fifth edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5) formally recognised sensory differences as a core feature of autism spectrum disorder (ASD) (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). Hyper- or hypo-reactivity to sensory input or unusual interest in sensory aspects of the environment became additional criterion for restricted and repetitive patterns of behaviour. These are described in DSM-5 as responding negatively to specific sounds or textures, the need to excessively smell or touch objects, in having a visual attraction to lights and movement, and pain or temperature indifferences (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). Schaaf and Lane (2015) identified an extensive range of sensory classifications, with respective descriptions, reported in peer-reviewed literature for individuals on the autism spectrum. In an effort to lessen confusion about the variability of classifications used in the literature, the authors allocated sensory classifications with synonymous descriptions to either sensory hyper-reactivity, sensory hypo-reactivity, or unusual sensory interest categories. Additional sensory classifications were also identified that were not consistent with DSM-5 sensory criterion, such as sensory perception and sensory integration/multi-sensory integration differences. This highlighted that the
taxonomies for sensory differences reported in the literature are broader than those included in the DSM-5 (Schaaf & Lane, 2015).

For our specific service delivery context, confirmation bias and lack of documentation on sensory classifications had the potential to either over- or under-represent the range and prevalence being identified by community occupational therapists. The primary barrier in the pilot audit was an unanticipated low occurrence of sensory classifications documented. This raised an important question about why sensory difficulties reported in peer-reviewed literature were being described in clinical records, but not classified using phenotypes. The panel agreed with the overlap of sensory classifications and descriptions for hyper- and hypo-reactivity, which had a higher potential for availability and accuracy in clinical records. The panel were less confident that classifications for unusual sensory interests would be documented consistently.

The main challenge identified by the panel was how to decide if the child’s behaviours or interests were in fact an unusual response to sensory input, with grey areas around what actions, contexts, intensity, and duration qualify the child’s response to sensory input as unusual. On the one hand, sensory behaviours such as moving away from pain if it hurts, or the perception it is going to hurt, were not considered unusual. On the other hand, sensory interests such as children over three years of age placing items such as rocks, batteries, dog faeces, or grass in their mouths were clearly unusual. The challenges reported were what might seem unusual in one person’s home might not be in another’s; what might be unusual in one context might not be in another (e.g., jumping when playing compared to jumping when the child is required to maintain regulation and sit still); and strategies that children on the autism spectrum use to self-regulate, such as hand flapping, might also be used by neurotypical children. These issues were more likely to be described in documentation without providing a sensory classification. Moreover, the panel reported
practitioners were hesitant to provide formal labels for sensory classifications too soon, as caregivers often reported fluctuations in their child’s sensory responses, either in severity or between sensory symptoms and typical responses, over three- to four-week periods.

Intuitional factors also influenced whether sensory classifications were documented. A decrease in the use of sensory classifications had been influenced by funding restrictions for sensory-based interventions under the former Helping Children with Autism (HCWA) package. It was reported that some case managers would misinterpret information in Occupational Therapy reports and any report including a sensory classification (e.g., sensory input, sensory regulation, sensory modulation) would have interventions automatically declined, even if the interventions were not sensory based. The term ‘self-regulation problems’ was acceptable to HCWA case managers, and occupational therapists frequently placed sensory difficulties under this label. Likewise, this carried over to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) with goals provided by case managers related to the child’s functional and behavioural challenges. Similarly, NDIS funding planners used ‘emotional-regulation’ as goals in their plans, which provided an entry point for occupational therapists to recommend intervention strategies for sensory difficulties. An example provided was documenting and reporting ‘assisting with self-regulation and ability to manage emotional-regulation’ in lieu of using sensory modulation as a classification. A sensory difference may have underpinned part, or all of the difference in behaviour, however not carried over to formal reports. The lack of documentation or confirmation bias of sensory phenotypes would impact on eligibility in an effectiveness trial.

Challenges interpreting sensory and non-sensory assessments in clinical records

The characterisation of sensory difficulties is essential to plan and tailor interventions and outcomes measures to individuals with ASD (Schaaf & Lane, 2015; Watling & Hauer, 2015). Recommendations for an initial assessment of sensory difficulties vary from
administering at least one published standardised assessment (Watling & Hauer, 2015) to administering multiple standardised assessments to assess for both sensory reactivity and sensory perception and integration difficulties (Schaaf & Lane, 2015). The evaluation process should also involve structured observations and informal assessments to supplement and interpret the results of the standardised assessment (i.e., to support or contrast findings), with regards to the child’s sensory preferences or difficulties and within the contexts of different daily activities and environments (Tomchek & Koenig, 2016).

Our pilot audit was able to extract data on sensory standardised assessments due to the organisations’ structured assessment practices. However, the panel advised that some caregivers may have difficulty completing a sensory-based standardised assessment because of the complex language around sensory features in autism. Some of these assessments are proxy reports completed by caregivers in questionnaire format. Caregivers who may lack capacity (e.g., have an intellectual impairment), have cultural differences in what is considered typical behaviour, or have limited proficiency in spoken English can misinterpret assessments. In these circumstances, occupational therapists may use the questionnaire as an interview guide to elicit more accurate information and prevent having to repeat the assessment (e.g., results of the caregiver assessment might conflict with observations by the practitioner). Altering how standardised assessments are administered threatens the validity and reliably of the assessment, which are important factors for intervention effectiveness trials. The expert panel advised that alterations to delivery of assessments is not usually documented. This was also extended to administering sub-tests or sections relevant to the child’s concerns, rather than implementing the full version.

Occupational therapists also administer assessments that are not sensory based to either help confirm the presence of a sensory disorder or to identify the impacts sensory difficulties have on other occupational, adaptive, functional, or behavioural issues. Whilst we
could capture at least the names of sensory-based standardised assessments in the pilot audit and align this up with a sensory classification, we were advised that there would be higher degree of confirmation bias for non-sensory standardised or informal assessments to identify the presence of a sensory difficulty. These assessments could be valuable outcome measures in an intervention trial.

**Challenges interpreting interventions and outcomes in clinical records**

Guidelines for the standard of documentation by occupational therapists recommend maintaining clear and concise clinical records to enable quality of care, optimal service delivery, continuity of care, and detailed information for colleagues. Appropriate documentation should be legible, accurate, factual, and report relevant details in a form that can be understood by other health practitioners (Occupational Therapy Board of Australia, 2014).

Watling and Hauer (2015) proposed that conflicting and confusing intervention effectiveness results could be related to the use of inaccurate and misinformed terminology for sensory interventions and advise practitioners of their responsibility to use accurate and precise terminology in their documentation. This rationale underpinned our scoping review that identified key intervention variables to code in the audit. A range of sensory and non-sensory interventions for sensory difficulties, implemented by occupational therapists, were identified and terminology and descriptions were mapped. Moreover, additional variables were identified that could help interpret the what the intervention was and inform coding for an intervention effectiveness trial. These included theoretical underpinnings (e.g., impairment or performance approach), service delivery models, who implements intervention, whether the intervention was child- or adult-directed, setting/s, equipment used, and treatment intensity (i.e., dosage).
We were able to capture more data on interventions at a programs, techniques, and strategies level in the pilot audit, which the panel confirmed would be the data we were more likely to see documented across organisations. The challenges we experienced in the pilot audit were difficulties interpreting the majority of diagrams used (>80%) in clinical intervention sessions for activities and equipment, and no documentation or legends were provided to explain diagrams. There was also inconsistency in diagrams documented between occupational therapists (i.e., appeared to use different diagrams for similar activities). Similarly, for targeted outcomes of sessions, single words are often noted in session notes (sensory, touch, coordination) or with shorthand (e.g., ↓ balance; ↓ sensitivity to touch). It was unclear if these were a sensory presentation on the day, an aim of the session, or a post-test following the intervention session. To follow on from the sensory assessment issue of being able to confirm behaviours linked to sensory, an example target outcome was noted (↑ arousal). It was unclear if arousal was affected by a sensory or non-sensory difficulty, which senses or combination of senses were causing the problems with arousal; and whether the child was over-aroused, and the aim was to decrease arousal, or vice-versa.

It was also unclear what senses and sensory difficulties were targeted per intervention session (senses targeted documented in <20% of records) and the proportion of intervention time spent (minutes or %) per sense/sensory difficulty was not documented. There was no documentation on theoretical underpinnings, service delivery models and whether intervention was child- or adult-directed. The panel were less confident we would see evidence of these items documented across organisations.

Moreover, Reynolds et al. (2017) conceptualised a multifaceted approach for intervention with individuals who have sensory difficulties. This framework categorised intervention approaches into three overarching domains, including a) environmental supports and adaptations to enhance success; b) child-focussed interventions, including Ayres Sensory
Integration®, sensory-based interventions, behavioural, cognitive, biomechanical, and practice and developmental skill building approaches; and c) *caregiver-focussed interventions*, including coaching, parent- and teacher-mediated interventions, and education (Reynolds et al., 2017). It was unclear in the pilot audit clinic-based intervention sessions if co-interventions were being implemented and this would need to be confirmed by the occupational therapist. For instance, the panel advised that therapists may be using language consistent with a cognitive or behavioural approach during an Ayres Sensory Integration® or sensory-based intervention, but not document it.

Lastly, another barrier to capturing intervention data would stem from the sensory classification barriers mentioned above. Without being able to accurately identify sensory difficulties in clinical records, we potentially miss important interventions.

**Procedural challenges in locating and extracting data**

*Documentation not in Occupational Therapy clinical records*

In response to an example of intervention that was recommended but no evidence that it had been received, the panel advised some documentation will be kept in locations other than Occupational Therapy clinical records within the same site. For example, compensatory sensory equipment (e.g., noise cancelling headphones) purchased for use in home and community settings may be stored within various folders or electronic practice management software according to funding scheme and accessed by administration staff. Therapeutic session notes in ‘blocks’ of therapy (i.e., multiple occasions of service within an episode of care) may still be on the occupational therapist’s desk or in a working folder until the current episode of care concludes. Likewise, consultation with other health practitioners, teachers, and caregivers may have taken place in emails or by phone and not transferred to clinical records.
The panel also advised that documentation may also be stored in other practitioner’s electronic files, such as autism diagnostic reports in multidisciplinary organisations, which the occupational therapist has access to, but is not the custodian of. Moreover, organisations that provide mobile services or have multiple sites advised that some clinical information can be stored at a central site and would be difficult for an external auditor to access if the organisation’s central ethics committee was responsible for their release.

**Time required to identify and de-identify eligible clinical records**

External auditors are typically permitted to read clinical documentation containing identifiable information, however, the data extracted and reported must be de-identified (Vassar & Holzmann, 2013). Conversely, ethics approval for our proposed clinical audit required participating organisations to de-identify their clinical records prior to handing them over to the external auditor for data extraction. The ethics committee’s rationale was to add another layer of protection to vulnerable children and their families.

Because external auditors were prevented from scanning clinical records with identifiable information, the time taken for occupational therapists to identify eligible clinical records themselves presented a perceived barrier by the panel for recruitment into the audit. Organisations with electronic practice management software advised they could not perform key word searches to identify clinical records of children with a formal diagnosis of ASD to mitigate this issue. Instead, clinical records would have to be hand searched the same as organisations who keep paper records in manual lateral filing systems. As most paediatric occupational therapists work with children who have a range of clinical conditions, children eligible for this research may not be current clients and the occupational therapist may have to spend time searching files for eligible records that otherwise could be allocated to research. Moreover, one of the benefits of an external auditor extracting data from clinical records is to reduce the time commitment of participant organisations and occupational therapists, who
have already contributed to the research by providing service delivery and through maintaining their clinical records. Our pilot audit identified a range of approximately 50 to 150 identifying entries that would need removal per child clinical records before being released to the research team. The panel were concerned that the time spent identifying eligible records and then de-identifying entries would use the time they had put aside for research and void the benefit of an external auditor.

**What were the values and benefits of an audit by the expert panel?**

To mitigate confirmation bias issues described above, the expert panel thought acceptable completion rates might be achievable if the external auditor had regular access to occupational therapists for confirmation of entries. By the time entries were confirmed, records were identified and deidentified, and follow up information about missing data was sourced from other records, practitioners, or central ethics committees, a self-audit appeared to be more feasible.

One expert panel member shared their experience with self-auditing their practitioners’ clinical records for weighted vest recommendations and client outcomes for children on the autism spectrum. This was undertaken because of inconsistency with NDIS funding approvals and the paucity of research evidence on weighted vests. The expert panel member stated a validated set of audit criteria would have increased their confidence in the process, as they were uncertain if they were asking the correct questions. If a validated set of audit criteria existed, they would implement more self-audits to measure the safety and effectiveness of their interventions.

Continuing professional development (CPD) activities contribute to the knowledge, expertise, and competence of occupational therapists (Occupational Therapy Australia, 2016). Internal audits are well established as an activity for CPD in medical professions to maintain an active Fellowship (Birch et al., 2005) and self-appraisal of one’s own practice is
considered a key aspect of learning (Gagliardi et al., 2011). Similarly, registered occupational therapists are mandated to complete CPD per annum, part of which can be obtained by participating in a clinical audit or review of records (Occupational Therapy Board of Australia, 2019).

The expert panel identified the following benefits for a self-audit process and criteria on this service delivery topic:

- Validating a foundational set of audit criteria to describe service delivery that could be implemented by academics for research and practitioners for internal organisation audits
- Identifying aspects of current clinical documentation that could be improved to describe sensory classification, assessment, and intervention adequately
- Improving client intake forms and assessment processes
- Prioritising and designing intervention effectiveness research with real-world applicability to children on the autism spectrum and community-based occupational therapists, and within the context of current funding schemes
- Providing feedback to case managers and funding schemes about inconsistencies in intervention approvals for sensory difficulties in children on the autism spectrum
- Potentially identifying novel interventions in this field (longer-term and larger audit)
- A training tool for new graduates and early career occupational therapists
- Informing standardisation of how Occupational Therapy for sensory difficulties in autism is taught to students
- Developing a manual of audit procedures (e.g., data dictionary) which trains occupational therapists to a level where they consider intervention effectiveness as part of their practice and how service delivery should be documented in a more consistent manner
In summary

Recommendations for future research on sensory interventions for individuals on the autism spectrum include several key areas that align with the aims of our proposed full-scale audit. These include engaging community-based occupational therapists in research activities to identify new research questions arising from clinical issues; conducting research to tailor interventions to specific sensory phenotypes; conducting studies on optimal intervention intensity for specific sensory phenotypes; and conducting this research through multi-site studies (Schaaf et al., 2015). Whilst these recommendations were for Ayres Sensory Integration®, they are equally relevant for each of the multifaceted approaches proposed by (Reynolds et al., 2017) and could have relevance to most complex interventions.

The safety and effectiveness of Occupational Therapy service delivery is the responsibility of all occupational therapists (American Occupational Therapy Association, 2020). Doucet, Woodson et al. (2014) encourage occupational therapists to be courageous with their quest to expand the profession’s knowledgebase by incorporating research into clinical practice, and in partnership with researchers, develop meaningful clinical practice research questions. Careful attention should be directed at who will benefit from specific interventions due to the heterogeneity of ASD, as interventions are not always appropriate for all individuals on the autism spectrum (Bagatell & Mason, 2015).

This paper discusses the use of retrospective clinical audits in complex Allied Health interventions, specifically based on our experience of designing and trialling a clinical audit in one service delivery area of Occupational Therapy (i.e., Occupational Therapy for children with Autism Spectrum Disorder). Covered in our discussion is the application considerations of conducting an audit as external auditors to service organisations, however, lessons learnt can be applied to other Allied Health service delivery contexts as well. We encourage Allied Health professionals and researchers to utilise clinical audits as the foundation for decision-
making and especially for further research in areas with limited efficacy- and effectiveness-based research.

**Key Points**

- Clinical audits aim to improve patient care and healthcare service delivery through systematic evaluation of clinical records and changes can be implemented at an individual, team, or service levels

- External auditors conducting retrospective clinical audits in Allied Health areas with complex diagnoses and complex interventions may encounter missing data through confirmation bias, information not documented, and procedural barriers using community clinical records because their initial purpose was to directly support client care and not research

- Clinical record audits have many benefits for informing research and education of Allied Health practitioners and participation in self-audits can be used for continuing professional development hours per annum

- Allied Health professionals and researchers are encouraged to combine resources and utilise clinical audits as foundation of decision-making and especially for further research in areas with limited efficacy- and effectiveness-based research
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